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ROUND 1 INTERVIEW  
September 15, 2022      
 
NICK TAYLOR  ( -5) 
 
 
Q.  We'll start with some opening comments about 5 under to start off the season.  
 
NICK TAYLOR:  Yeah, it's great. I don't know if it's a rusty start or what, but it was kind of a 
long morning. I had probably 30 minutes to go before I teed off and then just kind of sat on 
the range for an hour and a half hitting shots here and there and taking breaks. That wasn't 
the best kind of start, a little sloppy, but kind of clawed it back together and to finish off like I 
did was a nice way to start the year. 
 
Q.  And walk us through your round, highlighted by an eagle on 16.  
 
NICK TAYLOR:  Yeah, hit two great shots in there and left myself in a good spot. It's one 
you expect to hit pretty close, but to go in was a nice bonus, so it was nice to kind of cap off 
the round that way. 
 
Q.  And conditions here this week started off with some fog this morning, but how the 
course will be playing the rest of the week? 
 
NICK TAYLOR:  Pretty standard, the wind picks up about now so it bakes out pretty quickly. 
If the fog kind of stays away, it will do that as the week goes on and get quite difficult, so 
fairways are important to try to hit it close and then from there, kind of miss in the right spots. 
No, the course typically gets more difficult as the week goes on and as the days go on. 
 
Q.  No stranger to here Silverado. What about it, you always add this to your schedule 
to start the season?  
 
NICK TAYLOR:  Yeah, it's a nice comfortable week. We stay on site. It's pretty close for me, 
usually I'm up in the northwest in our offseason, and I've had some good success here, so 
I've liked kind of all aspects of it, so I always enjoy coming back. 
 
Q.  And finally, anything you're fine tuning for tomorrow's round? 
 
NICK TAYLOR:  No, I'm going to get a little treatment, probably not do anything just to kind 
of rest. Yeah, not much. 
 


